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The Outer Ear

� Pinna
� External auditory meatus (ear canal)
� Tympanic membrane (eardrum)

The Middle Ear

� Three bones in the middle ear:
� Malleus (hammer)
� Incus (anvil)
� Stapes (stirrup)

The Inner Ear The Inner Ear

� Cochlea
� A snail shaped, fluid filled space in the temporal 

bone
� Contains the outer and inner hair cells

○ Hair cells are organized like a piano keyboard (high 
pitches at the entrance and low frequencies at the 
top)

� Also houses the beginning of the auditory nerve

� Semi-circular canals
� Three fluid filled canals which our body uses to 

determine our position in space
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Tonotopic organization of the 
Cochlea The Dancing Hair Cell

� The dancing hair cell

Normal and damaged hair cells

How We Hear
� Sound travels down the ear canal and causes the 

eardrum to vibrate
� Movement of the eardrum vibrates the bones of the 

middle ear
� This vibration moves into the cochlea and causes the 

fluid inside it to move
� The fluid wave bends the hair cells which causes the 

nerve endings attached to it to fire
� The signals travels through the auditory nerve, up 

the brainstem, and to the auditory areas of the brain
� In reality, we “hear” with our brains, not our ears

Types of Hearing Loss

Types of Hearing Loss
� Conductive

� Outer and/or middle ear problem which impedes or 
prevents sound from reaching the cochlea

� Normal cochlear function

� Sensorineural
� Normal outer and middle ear function
� Problem in cochlea (hair cells not functioning correctly) or 

auditory nerve (nerve fibers not firing properly)

� Mixed
� Hearing loss resulting from a combination of conductive 

and sensorineural sources

Possible Causes of Hearing Loss

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/silva/ear/videos/videos_rockaroundtheclock.mpg
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Audiogram Key Conductive Hearing Loss

Sensorineural Hearing Loss Mixed hearing loss
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Other Parts of the Audiogram
� Speech testing

� Speech Reception Threshold (SRT): softest 
level that familiar words could be accurately 
repeated 50 percent of the time

� Word recognition: percent correct for unfamiliar 
words at a comfortable listening level. Important 
for determining the patient’s level of clarity for 
audible speech.

� Immittance testing
� Acoustic reflexes: evaluated the auditory 

pathway up to the level of the lower brainstem
○ Helpful in determining retrocochlear pathologies

Other Parts of the Audiogram 
(con’t)
� Tympanometry: provides 

information on the status of 
the middle ear based on 
eardrum mobility

� Three major tympanogram 
shapes:
� Type A: normal eardrum 

movement
� Type B: suggests fluid or 

perforation of the eardrum
� Type C: negative pressure 

in the middle ear space

Sample audiogram:

Bergen County Special Services- Sound Solutions 21

Hearing Loss
� Invisible handicap
� Diversity of 

deafness
� Normal hearing vs. 

“hearing” with a 
loss

� Impact in 
classroom

22
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Spelling Words through Simulated 
Hearing Loss above 2000 Hz

9.
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Language is Caught, Not Taught
The Listening Bubble

Speech from beyond the range of listening will not be “caught”

24
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But I Talk Loud!
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Hearing Aids
� Lots of different manufacturers

� Oticon
� Phonak
� Widex
� Starkey
� Siemens
� Resound

� Some new technological advances
� Improved frequency lowering via signal 

processing (Phonak SoundRecover
technology)

� Water resistance is available in most products 
� Wireless connection to mobile devices for 

audio streaming and phone calls

Styles of Hearing Aids

Basics of a Hearing Aid

� All hearing aids are slightly different, but 
generally have these parts
� Program buttons and volume control 

availability will vary between products

Current Bone Anchored Hearing Aids
(BAHA)
� Cochlear Baha 5 � Oticon Medical Ponto

How BAHA can placed on the head:
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How Do You Pick What Kind of 
Technology Someone Uses?

� Hearing aids can be used by people with all types of hearing 
loss
� They amplify acoustic signals and allow the person with hearing loss 

to utilize their remaining hearing 

� For some people, hearing aids aren’t enough
� Their hearing loss is so profound that hearing aids cannot make 

sounds loud enough for them to hear
� Their word understanding using hearing aids is poor

� These are people who would be referred for a cochlear 
implant evaluation to determine if they are candidates for 
implantation

Basic Components of a Cochlear 
Implant Current CI Processors

Cochlear Americas Advanced Bionics

MED-EL Sonnet and Rondo

In a normal hearing ear, there are over 25,000 hair cells that 
detect sound.  A cochlear implant replaces these damaged or 

missing hair cells with only 24 electrodes.

35
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Why Do We Need HAT?

� Hearing Assistance Technology (HAT) 
helps to overcome several negative 
listening environments that can occur in 
a typical classroom
� Background noise
� Distance
� Reverberation

Acoustic Considerations

38

Ambient Noise (Background/Classroom Noise)

•All the background noise going on in the classroom; externally and internally 
generated. Consists of any noise that is not produced by the primary instructional 
medium (typically the teacher.)

Effects of Background Noise

� 1 in 6 words is not understood by the 
average first grade student due to 
excessive noise in the classroom.

� Average students in today’s classrooms 
are unable to understand 25 to 30% of 
what their teacher has said.

� Tasks that involve language and high 
level cognitive processing are 
particularly vulnerable to the presence of 
noise.

39

Types of Classroom HAT

� FM systems (Oticon Amigo, Phonak FM)
� DM systems (Phonak Roger)
� Classroom Audio Distribution System 

(Phonak Digimaster, Lightspeed Redcat)
� Proprietary remote microphones (Oticon 

ConnectClip, Cochlear MiniMic2+)

CADS (Soundfield) vs. HAT (Personal 
FM/DM)
CADS
➔ Distributes sound through the air 

via a loudspeaker in the classroom
➔ Can be heard by anyone sitting in 

the immediate area so all students 
benefit

➔ Person with hearing loss does not 
need to wear a special device to 
receive benefit
◆ Caveat: The farther the 

person moves away from the 
loudspeaker, the softer the 
talker’s voice will be 41

HAT
➔ Transmits the talker’s voice via an 

FM or DM signal (similar to 
Bluetooth)

➔ Can only be heard by someone who 
is wearing a receiver

➔ Student can go anywhere within 
range of the teacher’s transmitter 
and still have a consistent level of 
audibility for the teacher’s voice

➔ Equipment is easily portable, one 
system can travel around the 
building with the student during the 
day

Technology for better accessibility

Oticon: Oticon Juno system

Oticon Amigo FM system

42
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Technology for better accessibility
Phonak: FM & Roger technology: Inspiro, 
Touchscreen, Roger Pen
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Remember….

� Audibility = Accessibility

� Hearing Well ≠ Hearing Normally

44

Communication Strategies

� Speak with normal 
volume

� Face the class
� Repeat students’ 

questions and 
responses

� Identify the speaker 
� Allow one speaker 

at a time

� Check to ensure 
understanding

� Provide WAIT TIME
� Repeat and 

rephrase difficult 
concepts

� Even the simplest 
vocabulary can be 
unfamiliar

45

THEY DON’T KNOW WHAT 
THEY DIDN’T HEAR !

46

Advocacy

47

Visual Considerations
� Access to visual and 

speech reading cues
� Write homework and 

assignments on board 
or post on-line

� Use Smart board, 
power point, document 
camera

� Use pointer when 
reading from projected 
image

48
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Captioning Is A Must!
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Many entities have obligations under civil rights laws that prohibit discrimination 
and require the provision of accommodations, such as captioning, to ensure equal 
access, an equal opportunity to participate, and effective communication with 
people who are deaf or hard of hearing. These entities have obligations under the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and other laws.

A Few More Things…

� Auditory fatigue
� HAT travels with student
� Public address system
� Lock down procedures
� Provide extra set of books for home
� Advance notice for tests and quizzes
� Weather considerations
� Over-night trips
� Assemblies 
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